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How We Became Unitarian Universalists 
 

One Truth, many truths; one God, many faiths; one light (Unitarianism), many 

windows (Universalism). This is why we number as one of the sources for the living 

tradition we share “wisdom from the world’s religions with inspires up us our ethical 

and spiritual life.” Among other things, it reminds us to be humble, especially when 

we are sure we are right. 

- Forrest Church, A Chosen Faith 

 

 

Opening and 
Chalice Lighting  Prayer invites God to be present in our spirits and in our lives. Prayer cannot bring 

water to parched land, nor mend a broken bridge, nor rebuild a ruined city, but prayer 

can water an arid soul, mend a broken heart, and rebuild a weakened will.  

 - Abraham J. Heschel 
 

 

Quiet Reflection Deep listening is miraculous for both listener and speaker. When someone receives 

us with open-hearted, non-judging, intensely interested listening, our spirits expand. 

- Sue Patton Thoele 

 

Sharing/ 
Check-In  Take two or three minutes to share how you are spiritually, psychologically, 

emotionally, and physically. You can speak or you can pass. We want to know how 
you are in this moment. 

 

 

Topic Reading Each of the great religions has a distinctive note,  

to be likened to the strings of a harp. 

In Hinduism it is the note of spirit; 

a universe throbbing with divine energy and meaning. 

In Buddhism it is the wisdom of self-discipline; 

quenching the fire of desire in the cool waters of meditation. 

In Confucianism it is reciprocity;  

mutual consideration is the basis of society. 

In Taoism it is to conquer by inaction;  

be lowly and serviceable, like a brook; become rich by sharing. 

In Judaism it is exodus from bondage; 

the covenant of responsibility in freedom. 

In Islam it is the note of submission;  

“Our God and your God is one, to whom we are self-surrendered.” 

In Christianity it is that all may become one: 

“This is my body broken for you.” 

“Inasmuch as you have done it to one of the least of these.” 

– Jacob Trapp as quoted in Our Chosen Faith 
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Break/Quiet  
Contemplation 
 

 

Sharing/Deep  

Listening  Speak about this topic in any way that is comfortable to you. If you choose to use the 
questions, focus on just one or two, as this will allow you to go deeper into the topic. 

 

 What are the most important parts of Unitarian Universalism for you? 

 What spiritual path have you taken in becoming a Unitarian Universalist? 

 What role did family, friends, or others play in your decision?  

 What other faiths have you belonged to or spent time exploring?  Have you 

incorporated parts of these faiths into your current beliefs? 

 What do you enjoy most about being a Unitarian Universalist? Least?  

 

 

Discussion This is a time to supportively respond to something another person said or to relate 
additional thoughts that may have occurred as others shared. 

 

 

Checkout/ 
Likes & Wishes What did you like about this meeting? What would you like to see change at future 

meetings? 

 

 

Announcements 
 

 

Closing Reading/ 
Extinguish Chalice Be ours a religion which, like sunshine, goes everywhere; 

Its temple, all space; 

Its shrine, the good heart; 

Its creed, all truth; 

Its ritual; works of love; 

Its profession of faith, divine living. 

- Theodore Parker, UUA Worship Web 
 

 

 

 


